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Siren song margaret atwood worksheet

Thank you for joining us! Go to the main content of Margaret AtwoodThis is the only song anyone would want to learn: the song that is irresistible: the song that forces men to jump overboard in squadrons, even though they see the stranded skull song that no one knows because everyone who has heard it is dead, and the others can't remember. Should I tell
you the secret, and when I do, will you take me out of this bird suit? I don't enjoy squatting here on this island in search of picturesque and mythical with these two feather-light maniacs, I don't like singing this trio, fatal and valuable. I'll tell the secret to you, to you, only to you. Come closer. This song is a cry for help: Help me! Only you, just you, you're finally
unique. Unfortunately it's a boring song, but it works every time. Summary of Siren SongPopularity by Siren Song: This poem was written by Margaret Atwood, a renowned Canadian poet, writer and critic. Siren Song is inspired by Greek mythology. It is known for its themes of deceit and isolation. It was first published in 1974 in her collection, You Are Happy.
The poem talks about the tricks sirens use to manipulate sailors and lure them to death. Siren Song As a representative of Lust: This poem refers to Greek mythology. However, here the siren is half a woman and half-bird. She sings her melancholic song to attract men, especially sailors. She calls her song irresistible. At first, she sings that she hates her
situation and doesn't want to kill anyone. She continues to declare her hatred for her sisters. The siren later claims that she will reveal the secret of this song if someone saves her. As the man or a sailor approaches, she reveals that her song of plea was a ploy to seduce them. Hence, men fall victim to their lustful desires as sealed by the sirens. Important
themes in Siren Song: Lies and deceit are the dominant themes of this poem. At first, readers can assume that the siren is indeed telling the truth. Maybe she didn't want to kill anyone or lure the sailors to their deaths. However, at the end of the poem, it is revealed that every word sung by the siren were lies. She successfully deceives the men who heard her
song and tells them that she has indeed cheated on them. Analysis of literary devices used in Siren SongLiteraire devices are tools used by writers to convey their emotions, ideas and themes to make texts more attractive to the reader. Margaret Atwood has also used a number of literary devices to make her poem mysterious and interesting. The analysis of
some of the literary devices used in this poem is given belowAssonance: Assonance is the repetition of in the same line. For example, the sound of /ee/ in even though they see the stranded skulls. Consonance: Consonance is the repetition of consonant sounds in the same line, like the sound of /l/ in I will tell you the secret. Enjambment: It is defined as a
thought or clause that does not end at a line break. Instead, it moves over next line. For example, the song no one knows because everyone who has heard it is dead, and the others can't remember it. Images: Images are used to observe things that hold with five senses. For example, even though they see the stranded skulls, with these two feathery
maniacs and jumping overboard in squadrons. Metaphor: It is a figure of speech in which an implicit comparison is made between the objects that are different. The whole poem is an elaborate metaphor for a supernatural theme that attracted sailors to their deaths. The second metaphor is the misleading physical attraction. Allusion: Allusion is a belief and
indirect reference of a person, place, thing, or idea of a historical, cultural, political or literary meaning. The poem refers to the Greek myth of Sire, half-woman and half-bird like creatures. Rhetorical question: Rhetorical question is a sentence that is asked to make the point clear. For example, Shall I tell you the secret, and if I do, will you take me out of this
bird suit? Analysis of poetic devices used in Siren SongPoetic and literary devices are the same, but a few are only used in poetry. Here is the analysis of some of the poetic devices used in this poem. Stanza: A stanfe is a poetic form of lines and verses. There are nine three-lined verses in this poem. Free Verse: Free Verse is a type of poetry that does not
contain patterns of rhyme or meter. This is a free-verse poem without strict rhyme or meter. Tercet: A tercet is a three-lined stanza borrowed from Hebrew poetry. Here every stanza is a tercet. Quotes to useThe following rules can be used as insurance to someone and also let them know that we trust them. Is a cry for help: Help me! Only you, just you,
you're unique. The source is a detailed analysis of a poem that is a modern take on the mythological story of the female Sirens whose songs would attract sailors to their deaths on rocky shores. The source helps readers to understand the basic story of the poem and the underlying message, to analyze the different techniques the writer uses to emphasize
that message and to evaluate the power of the personal impact that the message has on the reader. The source should help GCSE/A Level students in their study of the poem or National 5/Senior students in Scotland.Read moreFreeReport a problem Toggle Nav We all love a good number, right? We tend to have good songs even more like attractive
women and men sing them. Unless you're a sailor and those beautiful songs come from mythical birdwomen who want nothing more than to lure you to death. In that case, good songs might not be so great after all. But when it comes to Atwood's Siren Song, we can at least laugh a little while being lured to our deaths. She kind of makes light of the whole
myth of Sirens (mythical bird-women) who have a nasty habit of singing these wonderful songs that are so enchanting that sailors forget all about the island island rocks and human skulls they happen to sail straight into. Atwood's speaker portrays those dangerous Siren ladies as kind of bored with the whole thing. After all, their work is pretty simple, their
song is easy to sing, and the story always ends the same: dead sailors who fall right into their trap and end up rotting away on an island. Yum. Meanwhile, the Sirens do not enjoy looking picturesque and mythical. Maybe they'd rather wear a Snuggie instead of a bird suit. So Atwood gives us a slightly different twist on the whole Siren myth that's not just
about beautiful songs and stupid sailors. Her speaker gives the siren's point of view, which shows that it is not as much fun as it looks in The Odyssey. We feel a little bad for the Sirens who seem to be trapped on that island with little to do besides luring sailors to their deaths. They'd rather not be feathery maniacs, sing boring songs, but since those sailors
keep coming, what else can they do? On a deeper level, the poem also explores the whole notion of the damsel-in-distress motif and the men who can't help but play the hero. Atwood turns the predator/prey theme on his head, making that Siren call for help more like a call to death. And if those sailors can't resist beautiful women and beautiful songs, their
quest to save the day turns into a quest to be killed. That's food for thought, the next time you decide to take a cruise and spot a bird-woman subtly above an island of human skulls. We guess you're not going to cruise around an island of rocks and human skulls any time soon, but if that island happens to come your way, you know what to do. Margaret
Atwood's Siren Song does a great job of bringing those classic myths up to date and reminding us that those myths are still a neat way of capturing our imaginations and maybe even teaching us a thing or two. If you think about it, much of Greek mythology is often a learning guide to various allegories that relate to the common types of conflicts people face in
real life. Look at Icarus, Narcissus and the like. Since we still hear about those myths on occasion, we have reason to suspect that there is still some relevance there, regardless of whether we are looking for Sirens on smartphones instead of old tablets. And what better way to update a myth than to give us the perspective of those dangerous and mysterious
Sirens? By revealing some of the mystery behind these ladies, we come to understand that even myths are rarely one-sided. Villains may not be as keen to be villains, as are heroes who might prefer to take it easy on their couches instead of the day Save. It reminds us of Watchmen and the way film makes its heroes seem less than perfect and eager. So
we get a fuller picture in Atwood's poem that lends some humanity to an otherwise mythical being. And if we make myths sound a little more human, we come to the realization that maybe we have something in common with those who After all, the guy outside that mattress store might not be happy carrying a giant mattress to get our business. Also, our
villains and heroes may not want to wear their bird suits every day, but feel they should for different reasons. So at the very least, Atwood's poem gives us reason to keep an open mind when it comes to myths, villains, and the human experience they so cleverly allegorize. Atwood's Other SongsWe meant it when we said that our lady likes to wear many of
her poems as songs. One-Stop Atwood ShopHere is everything you'd ever want to know about Atwood, science fiction, and its poetry. The PenelopiadAtwood tells the story of Penelope and Odysseus here in her oh-so-awesome way. VideoCanadian HumorAtwood answers all your questions about good ol' Canadian humor and other goodies. A strangely
awesome interpretation of Siren SongWatch this cool interpretation of our favorite poem. The Odyssey and Atwood, Together on LastIt's pretty amazing seeing the two in the same place, even if there's French overdubbing. AudioAtwood ReadsListen to Atwood itself read a selection. Musical InterpretationHere is a folk duo that covers the poem. ImagesBird
Ladies and OdysseusOur annoying Sirens cause problems again... Atwood in a HatOur lady looks rather mythical herself here. Articles &amp; InterviewsAtwood on Brave New WorldAs a science fiction fanatic, Atwood offers some food for thought about the book Brave New World.More about Dangerous WomenCheck out Atwood's Stone Mattress for a new
look at a dangerous woman, this time in the Arctic. Atwood via ParisThe Paris Review answers all your burning questions about Atwood and her work. BooksOryx and CrakeThr you can take a look at one of Atwood's latest books, which has a character named Snowman. Margaret Atwood: A critical companion Author Nathalie Cooke offers some insight into
the types of characters, themes and ideas you'll see in Atwood's works. Join us today and never see them again. By entering your email address, you agree to receive emails from Shmoop and check if you are over 13 years of age. 13.
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